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ASTRILIS

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

!

The information contained within this document is being presented for preliminary consideration and
professional review. All information contained within, is subject to continuous revision, modification
and improvement, and should not be considered as being presented in a completed, or final, form.
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ASTRILIS

FOREWORD

!

“Life grows until it consumes all available resources”. In a closed system, the dominant life form population
expands by converting the available desirable/useable resources to toxic waste products that accumulate in the
environment and gradually alter it until it becomes inhospitable to that form of life. Human life on Earth, is changing
the climate, and is in the final stages of consuming the last of the easily accessible resources. This would be an
irremediable situation except for the fact that our planet is open to using resources obtained from space.

!

What’s particularly fortunate for humanity, is that everything we’ll need is not only within our reach, but is also
economically feasible to acquire using the simple means we summarize herein. If we are to maintain our rate of
growth, and sustain our continued technological development as a species, we’re going to need about 5 billion
metric tons a year, of fresh resources returned to Earth by 2050! That’s about 20,000 supertanker loads, of
everything we’re currently depending upon to survive. And although we’ve done an excellent job of exploring the
rest of our solar system, and locating these resources, with ever more sophisticated probes, two of most
important questions have been left open, which are “How are we going to move the enormous amounts of
mass required to ameliorate climate change and support us?” and “How are we going to protect people from
radiation and the other hazards encountered during extended periods in distant space?”

!

How we’re going to obtain, process, utilize and deliver this enormous supply, while protecting our human
participants, is only part of what is defined and explained herein. Astrilis is progressive development, with each
sequential stage of implementation built upon components obtained from the preceding stage. Hundreds of other
important factors have been considered, integrated, and their appropriate solutions included, in order to achieve a
truly efficient whole, that is much greater than the mere sum of it’s parts.

!

Although many of the fundamental principles Astrilis harnesses, to accomplish the tasks required, have been long
accepted as fully understood, the sheer scale of these implementations can make it all appear rather daunting, or
even impossible, until the differences between the terrestrial environment to which we are so well adapted, and the
environment of outer space, in which we’ll be performing these tasks, are understood as what makes many of
these tasks possible. Nonetheless, and as will be shown within, the majority of what the human race needs to
accomplish these rather amazing tasks, is merely a few modifications to the premises under which it’s been
operating.

!

Most importantly, Astrilis enables us to accomplish the goals of ameliorating climate change and acquiring the
resources we’ll require to sustain our civilization, in the most immediate and least expensive manner possible.

!
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

!
Objective
Provide a comprehensive, yet easily understood, plan for the development of our solar system, the implementation
of which will enable the human race to overcome the effects of climate change and obtain the resources it will
need to continue to develop and grow.

Goals
Define the underlying cause of the primary symptoms that our world is presenting.
Establish the scale of the problem, in terms of population growth and climate change.
Introduce the solution set, and specific tools and methods, that will profitably and practically cure the cause.
Show why the UN is the appropriate organization to administrate the Solume.

Summary Description
The sheer volume of supplementary material required to sustain the continued growth and development of our
global civilization, as our population continues to grow and terrestrial reserves are exhausted, is almost beyond
comprehension, with a 5x109 metric ton shortfall estimated to be required to be filled annually by 2050.

!

Hence the “Cost per Ton” of obtaining material is presented as the basic metric against which space programs
should be measured. Astrilis presents the least cost/effort methods, by which we can sustainably continue to
obtain the enormous volume of resources we’ll need for the foreseeable future. Compared with these simple, well
proven, easily achievable, and least expensive, methods, every other publicly presented ‘space program’ to date is
revealed as being many orders of magnitude less efficient, more expensive, and simply impracticable.

!

The environment of outer space is conducive to larger scales of operation and efficiency than can be implemented
on Earth. An example is that In spite of their mind boggling size, the Clarke Shades we propose are actually quite
feasible given the sheer mass of the resources we’re able to process in orbit, and the proven capabilities of the
nano spacecraft systems we’ll be utilizing to keep them on station in the correct orbits. Given the inexorable rate at
which the temperature of Earth’s atmosphere is rising, these shades represent the only method by which we can
prevent the ice sheets in the Antarctic and Greenland from melting, and avoid the catastrophic 60 meter rise in sea
level that would subsequently occur.

!
!
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CAUSE

!

The cause of the majority of our ever increasing problems, is Population Pressure, which can be simply defined
as a rapidly growing number of people competing for a diminishing pool of resources. Due to the many and varied
technological improvements we’ve made in the past few centuries, the world’s population is exploding. Simply put,
where there were a total of approximately 1 billion people on the Earth in 1900, there are now about 8 billion, a bit
over a century later. All these new mouths need to be fed and supported, and there remain third world countries
whose standard of living needs to be brought up to first world standards. Simultaneously, the world’s easily
accessible resources are being quickly converted to undesirable byproducts which are rapidly accumulating and
poisoning our environment. Hence, we’re on a collision course with the terrestrial limits to our continued growth.

Figure 1a - Current Population Trend

This isn’t a minor issue of precisely which moment we’ll hit ‘peak’ production of any particular resource, it’s a much
larger matter of a population swelling until it’s converted all of its available resources to unhealthy byproducts, and
subsequently being naturally reduced, by sheer lack of sufficient nutrition, to sustainable levels. If we accept our
terrestrial limits as absolute, more dramatic reduction of our global population than is illustrated in Figure 1A should
be anticipated, as it only accounts for available calories vs minimal population requirements. Given the historically
well documented propensity of our species to develop and utilize ever more effective means of violent competition,
very significant portions of the reduction will occur more suddenly as casualties of conflicts over what remains.
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EFFECT

!

The eﬀect of more population than the planet can absorb is the accumulation of byproducts that are significantly
altering the environment. Specifically, a major byproduct has been gases including CO2 and Methane which are
causing the greenhouse effect that is raising global temperatures above the melting point of the ice sheets in
Antarctica and Greenland. It is beyond the scope of this summarization, to include all the formal proofs that this is
occurring, so we append hyperlinks to the appropriately authoritative sources below:
World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice
Global Warming of 1.5 ºC
Arctic Report Card
Emissions Gap Report 2018
Four decades of Antarctic Ice Sheet mass balance from 1979-2017
Greenland Ice Loss 2002-2016
Trajectories of the Earth System in the Anthropocene
Atmospheric CO2 Data
Absence of the West Antarctica ice sheet during the last interglaciation
Discovery of recent Antarctic ice sheet collapse raises fears of a new global flood
Heterogeneous retreat and ice melt of Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica
Modest warming risks ‘irreversible’ ice sheet loss, study warns
The Pessimist’s Guide to 2019 - Fire, Floods and Famine
2018 fourth warmest year in continued warming trend, according to NASA, NOAA
As climate heats up, rising rainfall averages hide crop-killing droughts
As we cross the “Melt Threshold” of Antarctica and Greenland the rapidly rising ocean levels will inundate the
lowest areas, including the major cities and ports located at sea level around the world. This will destroy the vast
majority of our global infrastructure along the coastlines, including oil and chemical refineries, electrical generation
and power transmission utilities, water and sewage processing facilities, and manufacturing/fabrication capacity.
The rising water will come up through the sewer systems, bringing every dreaded killer of our species, like Cholera,
Diphtheria, Typhus, Red and Yellow Fevers, up to the surface to infect them, as it drives half the world’s population
inland. Further specification of the horrendously catastrophic consequences impending from our inability to reduce
or control the dispersal of our byproducts is also beyond the scope of this document, but it must be stated that
very little time remains for us to take action, before they are upon us.
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CURE

!

Avoiding a substantial reduction in total human population is only possible by obtaining new streams of essential
supplies from extraterrestrial sources, in sufficiently increasing quantities to sustain humanity’s continued healthy
growth and development. As we will show, the resources we need to do this are available within our solar system
in sufficient quantities to support us for thousands of generations to come.

!

1b - Projected Population Trend with Extra-Terrestrial Supplementation

By transferring our increasingly pollutive, heavy industrial processes, into space, we can
ameliorate, and even eventually eliminate, the consequences they’ve been having on our
terrestrial environment. And what’s been poison in our backyard, becomes essentially
recycled resources in space.
Further, once we’ve established an initial industrial base in space, we can take control of
the Earth’s energy budget, and even refreeze the poles with solutions like Clarke Shades.
Figure 1c - Clarke Shades

The real questions are those of how we’ll go about obtaining and utilizing these new
resources, and whether we can do so at all, in time to prevent the otherwise inevitable die-back of our species.
Given that approximately five billion metric tons, of extraterrestrial resources will need to be acquired annually
by 2050, the sheer magnitude of the task appears daunting, yet these questions turn out to have highly
satisfactory answers that are immediately implementable with current technologies.
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TOOLS
& PLATFORMS
!
Obviously, the first hurdle in obtaining extraterrestrial resources lies in getting to them, when they’re so far above
our heads! But that’s actually something for which we have the tools and that we’ve accomplished many times
before. What’s remained beyond our consideration has been actually influencing the course of heavenly bodies like
asteroids, because moving gigantic mountains around in space, requires two things, reaction mass and energy.
These have both been previously considered to be in short supply and the limiting factors in mission design.
When energy is applied to accelerate reaction mass, thrust (∆V to a rocket scientist) is created, by which things
can be pushed to their intended destinations, but our conventional methods make both ingredients expensive!
Being able to apply many orders of magnitude more thrust, for longer durations and at less expense, than have
been achievable with chemically fueled rockets, let alone electrically charged Ion engines expelling hyper-purified
xenon gas, is a basic requirement we’ve been lacking to fully exploit the wealth of resources in our solar system.
Astrilis fulfills this basic requirement, by focusing solar insolation to vaporize less valuable (and much denser) local
mass to achieve the necessary thrust. The Strip Mirror System that enables this method is a tool that lends itself
to far more applications than merely powering steam rockets though, and some others are illustrated below:

Figure 2 - Strip Mirror Configurations
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By focusing solar ‘insolation’ (the radiant energy of the sun) we can heat virtually anything beyond its Vaporization
Point, creating thrust as the vapor explosively expands and pushes away from the source of the heat. The sun’s
5,504° C (9940° F or 5778° K) temperature is what determines how hot it’s reflection can make something and it’s
high enough to vaporize almost every element known. This means we can use almost anything for reaction mass,
except for Rhenium, Tungsten and Tantalum, which are only the three elements that don’t boil at this temperature.
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Fig 3 - Vaporization Temperatures of the natural elements
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Mirrors are going to be a fundamental tool in
space, the equivalent of fire here on Earth, and
widely applicable to many of the processes we’ll
be implementing. The first mirror up, is also what
enables a progression of subsequent events, that
include de-spinning an asteroid, redirecting it’s
course, separating it’s volatiles and valuable
elements, and converting a portion of it, into a
safe place from which to continue operations.

Fig 4 - Slag Bubble

Astrilis Summary

Astrilis defines simply blown, 200 meter diameter
Fe/Si bubbles, with vitrified walls 10 meters thick
to surround and protect the occupants from harsh
radiation and particulate hazards. Constructing
them is a simple matter of reheating otherwise
useless slag and filling it with air, and the resulting
product can serve many purposes from factory
floors to worker housing. Bubbles can even be
spun, to provide the equivalent of ‘gravity’ inside.
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Add a bit of gravel, a little fertilizer, water and light, and we can turn these bubbles into comfortable Terrariums:

Fig 5 - Terrarium Bubble

Placed in the correct elliptical orbits, Terrarium Bubbles can serve as the equivalent of cruise ships, passing back
and forth between Earth and Mars, or other significant destinations within our solar system, safely conveying cargo
and passengers through the dangerous oceans of space. In other, less variable orbits, they can serve as the local
command and control centers for otherwise robotic operations, as factory platforms providing the foundation
structures and frameworks within which acquisition, refining and processing operations can be conducted, as
storage vessels of almost any size needed and, of course, as luxury housing for the workers involved.

Fig 6 - Elliptically Orbiting Earth/Mars Transfer Pair
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Bubbles are basic platform we need to acquire and efficiently utilize the resources of our solar system, and can
be easily made from asteroids, using Strip Mirrors. Typical bubbles use a little over a million cubic meters of slag (a
104.5 meter on a side cubes worth) and we’ve already catalogued over a quarter million asteroids of about a
billion cubic meters, or much more, each. Even after boiling off as much as fifty percent of an asteroid’s volume as
reaction mass, to place it in the orbit we want, and refining out the valuable molecules and elements, there remains
enough slag left over to make hundreds of bubbles from each target asteroid.
Integrating Strip Mirrors and Bubble into our established space programs, is enough to bring the resources we’ll
need a lot closer, and put them to work. However, there remain other tools we’ll need, and one of those is the
equivalent of our earthbound automobiles. To date, our personal form of immediate protection from the harsh
environment of space, has been “spacesuits” but there are severe drawbacks to using them. They’re bulky, hard to
get into, provide inadequate protection for frequent use, difficult to repair, hard to make, uncomfortable, prone to
failure, have too many inaccessible parts and are simply inefficient. Worse, you can’t blow your nose, scratch an
itch, or even remove encrusted salt from your eyes!
Instead of spacesuits, we’ll be using personal vehicles and nano spacecraft for work and emergencies. The
vehicles, which we’ll refer to as PROMs, provide a comfortable space in which the occupant can accomplish the
many tasks they’ll be needed to perform using extensible arms and hands. Because PROMs seal flush with other
structures, they waste no air when attaching or detaching, and in emergencies, personnel can dive straight into
them and flip the hatch shut behind them in seconds, as opposed to the 42 minutes it has taken to get into a
complicated and cumbersome NASA EVA suit.

Fig 7 - Personal/Remote Operating Vehicle
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Nano Spacecraft enable very precise control of the extremely delicate strip mirrors, and will be utilized to extend
our presence even further into space. They are the most efficient form of remote tools, because they are solar
powered, and require very little reaction mass to adjust their trajectories. This means they can efficiently travel
between tasks without consuming vital resources along the way, to serve as remote eyes with fine tools when they
arrive and are positioned in the appropriate location. One of their most important applications is to stabilize the

Fig 8 - Nano Spacecraft Monitoring Asteroid Orbital Adjustments

globally temperature reducing Clarke
Shades and keep them in the proper
orbit between Earth and the Sun. By
blocking 2.3% of the Sun’s red light
from reaching the poles, they enable us
to take control of Global Warming and
compensate for the greenhouse gas
emissions our civilization is producing.

!
Fig 9 - Nano Spacecraft Deploying Strip Mirror

!
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There remains another important platform to discuss, that becomes possible when the resources are in place,
and that’s Space Elevators. These too, have fallen in the category of being considered impossible to achieve,
because typical terrestrial limitations have been presumed to apply to a space-based program. For instance, a
specific reason given, is that no one has been able to make a SWNT (Single Walled Nano Tube) longer than about
18 centimeters, where kilometer lengths are the minimum required by the elevator physics. But that 18 centimeter
limit is vessel based, and hot vessels are limited in size, by the energy requirements required to maintain their
temperature here on Earth. As will be illustrated herein, producing the ribbon components in space is feasible,
because the environment is so different from what we’ve learned to take for granted, on our planet.
Fig 10 - Ribbon Fabrication/Midstation

Space Elevators are not critically essential to the development of our solar system, but they significantly extend
the levels of efficiency we can achieve. Another good reason for space elevators, is that rockets are notoriously
unreliable, and a hyper-expensive way of getting mass up into space. Since we’re including people in our program,
getting them safely, and inexpensively, up to where they’re needed is a very high priority. Reducing lift costs, and
improving safety, are the primary reasons for building space elevators. Yet, as will be shown herein, there are other
important benefits too. Unlike Mirrors or Bubbles though, they’re complicated and require a bit more explanation.
Breaking space elevators down into their essential components, we see that a carbon fiber ribbon of 36,000
kilometers in length is essential, as is an enormous amount of anchoring mass in GSO (GeoSynchronous Orbit).
Further, we have to ‘attach’ one end of the ribbon to the Earth, and doing so could introduce problems, if they’re
not carefully precluded by intelligent design. And, of course, we need tractors that can climb these ribbons.

Fig 11 - Ship Ribbon Anchor
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ASTRILIS
Let’s start with the anchoring mass. Getting enough carbon to build any form of space elevator ribbon in the first
place, requires a carbonaceous NEO (Near Earth Orbital) asteroid be nudged into GSO, as there’s simply no way
we could ever lift enough carbon for one, up from the Earth. After separating the necessary carbon, and utilizing its
other valuable components for other constructive purposes, the slag becomes our enormous anchoring mass.

Fig 11 - Woven Ribbon Layer Diagram

Although a ribbon is the largest single component ever considered as constructible by the human race, it’s also the
smallest because it has to be grown, an atom at a time, at the nano-scale. However, this is another example of
where economy of scale, and utilization of asteroidal materials, makes the impossible, possible. Astrilis defines the
construction of a large scale, dual spool, ‘fab’ for these purposes, in GSO, for a tiny fraction of the cost that even a
much smaller facility here on Earth would incur, and which is calculated to produce two (2) 20 centimeter wide,
72,000 kilometer long, multi-layered, interwoven ribbons a year. This is an important precursor to the construction
of the simpler, but much larger facility that we need to produce the graphene for the Clarke Shades that will
shadow and cool the poles to ameliorate the effects of global warming.
The free falling, low pressure, high energy environment that GSO provides, enables the precise degree of
temperature and pressure control, that is required to enable the self-assembly of Carbon vapor into Graphene and
SWNT’s in vastly larger growth chambers than any conceivable on Earth. The dual spool design of the initial
fabrication facility enables the testing, integration and weaving of entire ribbon, before they are deployed. These
wide, complex ribbons could be considered as over engineered as far as their safety factors and cargo bearing
capacity is concerned, but the real issue we’re overcoming is traction!
Getting a grip on a carbon fiber, turns out to be much trickier than previous proponents of elevator systems have
taken into account. It may be possible to get a single strand of SWNT down to Earth from GSO, but it allows for
neither redundancy nor traction. Given the stress factors of the various forms of carbon, layers of graphene,
separated by interwoven layers of SWNT’s, provides the best combination of lengthwise strength and tractor
pressure resistance.
Providing enough contact patch area for ‘tires’ to achieve a grip sufficient to lift significant loads, without cutting
the ribbon under the pressures required, is reason enough to manufacture wide ribbons, yet the advantages
gained by doing so, also extend to having a much higher degree of failure resistance for the space elevator
structure as a whole. Further, as both SWNT’s and Graphene are super-conductive, a woven ribbon can supply
power to the tractors climbing it.
The ribbon is a dynamic system, and will constantly be in motion, as its affected by different forces. Its anchoring
system down on Earth has to be able to deal with being dragged around by these forces, and be able to impart
some forces of it’s own back into the system. That means we’re going to sea, along the equator, and the among
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best places for that, has the fewest storms, is very near the Galápagoes Islands, to the west of Ecuador. With little
modification, we can connect the Earthly end of the ribbon to either of two classes of vessels that have been
developed for oil and gas exploration, Drilling Platforms, or Drill Ships. Both types are self-propelled, and have
computer controlled motors capable of holding them exactly in position, against even significant storm induced
pressures. Equipped with sophisticated ribbon spooling systems, these platforms are able to create and apply
exactly calculated vector, and tensioning, forces to control the shape of the waveform of the ribbon.

Fig 12 - Platform Ribbon Anchor

Drilling Platforms are by far, the more expensive form of anchors, and take a lot longer to be manufactured, but are
also stable for passengers, and facilitate transferring greater cargo streams. Drill Ships are far less expensive,
available nearly ‘off-the-shelf’, and more applicable to a wider range of uses.

Fig 13 - Drill Ship Ribbon Anchor
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By using the tugging power of these anchoring platforms, we can control the position of the ribbon, along its
length, and cause it to avoid objects that might otherwise hit it, or even put it quite intentionally near the path of
debris that we’d like to clear out of Earth’s orbit. Why would we put a ribbon near such danger? In order to
mitigate orbital debris of the kind most recently illustrated in the award winning movie “Gravity”, by either capturing
it, or “Spalling” it into vapor, depending upon its relative velocity, as illustrated in Figure 12 below:

Fig 14 - Orbital Debris Spallation

If they’re to haul people up, the tractor units themselves, have to be able to climb the ribbon in a reasonable time
period. 36,000 kilometers to GSO, means that a constant speed of 300 KPH, straight up, must be maintained to
cover the distance in five days. This is well within the range of current elevator systems, although they’re able to
utilize separate, terrestrially based, power supplies, and Astrilis tractor systems must draw from the ribbon itself, or
use other power sources.
There are two more things about Space Elevators that must be mentioned, and one is their ability to sling cargo all
the way out to Saturn. If released above GSO, a mass will continue outward and not be drawn back to Earth. And
although this method really isn’t fast enough for people to use, it’s very useful for distributing small cargo parcels
through the solar system, at virtually no cost. The other is that they’re predominately one way, up!
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Given the length of a space elevator ribbon, it’s impractical to switch the direction of the loads it’s carrying very
often, if at all. Dropping stuff, even people, is more efficiently done by aerobraking and parachute. Although there
will be exceptions where loads are dropped down ribbons, they’re most efficiently used to haul things upward.
Before we conclude this short summary of the tools, we’ll mention Nano SpaceCraft as our recommended form of
asteroid final selection assessment.
Probe Arrival

Contact Lander, filaments wrapped around target

Fig 15 - ProBeacon Launch Sequence

Their purpose is to provide close-up observations as they approach, and match, the orbit of a candidate asteroid.
A contact probe is released that draws itself into surface contact with the target, and performs a series of optical
and chemical analysis, the results of which are returned to Earth. The pair remain with the asteroid and keep
reporting it’s precise position and rotational vectors for later retrieval, as it becomes expedient to do so.

!
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HOW - THE TECHNICAL PROCESS
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This is a rough diagram of how Astrilis accomplishes its goals with the aforementioned tools, which also illustrates
in what order they’re required and how they’re used to access and acquire the variety of resources we’ll need:

Fig 16. Technical Implementation Sequence

To begin with we’ll determine what known asteroids will be passing near the Earth, with achievable vectors, at the
time we’ll be ready to go. After narrowing down the candidates to a very select few, we’ll launch nano spacecraft
to go out ahead of us, and return the additional information we’ll need to make the final selection. Concurrently,
we’ll be preparing the Strip Mirrors, PROMs, and the “Remote Asteroid Acquisition” mission, that we’ll be
sending out to the best asteroid.
As the RAA mission is going to take years to bring the selected asteroid back home into GeoSynchronous Orbit
around the Earth, and would both, represent the greatest danger to human astronauts, and the highest cost to
support the crew for the duration involved, it will be tele-robotically operated. As it gradually changes the vector of
the asteroid to the one that will see it captured by Earth's gravity, into a Geo-Synchronous Orbit, it will be
constantly monitored from Earth. Once the asteroid is back in GSO, we’ll be launching a human mission we refer
to as the Bootstrap, in order to begin the process of converting it into the raw materials and finished products we’ll
need to establish our foothold in space.

Fig 17. Bootstrap Mission Module

!
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For the sake of those who are less than familiar with Rocket Science, the answer to the question “What happens if
we MISS?” is simple. The asteroid keeps right on going, past the Earth, into deep space. It takes an awful
lot of thrust to force this asteroid into the right orbit, and if even one erg less is applied, it’s gone! Forcing it all the
way down to the Earth, is something that would take hundreds of additional years, and be very obvious to those
on the ground the whole time! Simply put, there’s no way to “Drop it on our heads”, because we’d see it coming,

Figure 18 - Orbital Approach Vectors

and still have more than enough time to stop it!
Another way of phrasing this, is that we’re only slowing this asteroid a few meters per second, relative to the
Earth, and it’s still going thousands of meters per second when we’re done! Even if we made the mistake of
bringing it too close, it would just gain speed from Earth’s gravitational field, and be gone even faster!
Placing this asteroid in GSO, will mark another great accomplishment on the part of the human race. Archimedes
said “Give me a lever, and a place to stand, and I will will move the Earth.” Astrilis is saying “Let’s acquire that
place to stand, and materials to work with, so we can build a happy, secure future for us all!” This first asteroid, is
our “Place to Stand” and the raw materials we need to begin to build that future. But it’s only the beginning!
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Once we have our place to stand, in place to stand on it, we send up a replacement ‘shift’ of Astronauts, and the
specific additional tools we’ll need to convert this newly acquired mass into it’s intended products. One of those
products will be bubbles, but the majority of the mass will be developed into the Anchor Mass, and Fabrication
Facility, of the first ribbon. The facility is going to have to primarily construct itself, from the asteroidal materials
obtained, and so, relies upon fairly primitive, large scale, techniques to accomplish the majority of the task.
Sheltering our workers and processes in bubbles, we’ll extrude and sculpt ever more perfectly refined metals,
using focused solar insolation for the energy source necessary to keep them in a plastic state. Clumsily at first, but
gaining experience rapidly along the way, we’ll establish the processes necessary to grow ribbons, using the lessor
efforts along the way to continue to develop the needed structures and components as we go. Each stage makes
possible the next, and helps refine our understanding of precisely how to accomplish it.
An example would be that the stages of carbon fiber
development require the metal substrates upon which
they are to be grown, be refined and available in large
quantities to make the final stage, dual spool design
illustrated in Figure 17. Along the way to the final goal
of producing the ultimately necessary lengths of
continuous SWNT and graphene sheet lengths, there’ll
be lessor amounts and shorter pieces that we’ll be
producing, testing, returning to Earth, and using for
lessor purposes, like the continued development and
construction of the station itself.
When the finally constructed ribbon is spooled up and
ready, we’ll carefully (*1) ’lower’ it to Earth, and ‘raise’ it
Fig 19 - Graphene Production
simultaneously outward, Once we have the ribbon down and attached, we can haul a lot more expertise, and high
tech tools up, far more safely and surely than with rockets.
Keeping in mind our goal, of establishing pipelines that are full of resources on their way back to a hungry Earth,
we’ll continue on to process a lot of asteroids. Once we’ve gotten one back, we can send parallel ventures out,
better protected, prepared, and experienced, than our bootstrap mission, to ‘purpose’ other available masses. Not
all asteroids will be returned to Earth, many will be ‘distilled’ and tossed aside, merely in exchange for the values
extracted. Others will be bubbled and placed with care, in many other gravitational stable points around the solar
system, to become transfer points, and way stations. Some will be chosen as convenient platforms from which to
extend ribbons down to other moons and even other worlds like Mars. The important points are that it’s not only
asteroids that we need, and space elevators aren’t the end goal, the resources are!
To feed and clothe the generations of people to come, we’re going to need more than the asteroids of the inner
system can provide. Inner system asteroids are baked out, and only useful for the residual heavier elements of
which they’re composed. That includes metals of value, and lighter elements like carbon and silicon, all of which
are incredibly important and valuable, but not a complete diet for humanity. We’re going to need gases, and
hydrocarbons too, fertilizer, and water, lots and lots of water! Water’s only available in space, where it can remain
frozen, away from the sun, and that’s from about Mars outward.
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Additional serious factors in the valuation of anything, in space, are their vectors, and how deeply one has to
descend into a gravity well to get them. Diamonds in Jupiter are ‘worthless’ to us, because we have no imaginable
way of obtaining them from so deeply inside such a strong gravitational well. What we’ll need though, for hundreds
of generations, can be obtained from small moons and objects of lessor to nil gravitational fields.
Titan is a moon of Saturn that has an atmosphere, and oceans, of precisely the kinds of hydrocarbons our
civilization has become so dependent upon, for plastics, fuel and fertilizers. And Saturn is how far a Space Elevator
can throw cargo for free, so Titan’s conveniently in it’s neighborhood. There are dozens of small moons, with
shallow gravity wells, from which we can obtain resources, and quite a few giant asteroids as well.

Fig 20 - Peristaltic Hydrocarbon Pumping Station - Titan

So, one of the things we’ll immediately progress to doing, is putting bubbles into elliptical ‘conveyor’ orbits, where
they are on looping paths, back and forth between sources of interest to us, like Titan, so we can use them to
reach other platforms from which to develop these nearly planetary scale resources.
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HOW - THE POLITICAL PROCESS
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The human race has spent millennia, fighting over who owns what. The resultant terrestrial boundaries are pretty
well established, although we’re still fighting to hold them in place to this day. The only reason we haven’t spent
much time quibbling over the rest of the solar system, is because we haven’t been able to populate it yet. By
making it possible to develop the resources of our solar system, Astrilis opens the questions of whose property it
is, and how to distribute the value obtained from commercial exploitation of it.
Astrilis builds upon the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use
of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies to establish the rest of our solar system as
the common property of all people. As such, it’s neither free for the taking, nor the sole property of those who
purport to be able to reach it, by virtue of their collective national power, or vast personal fortunes. Instead, a
globally representative authority must assure the collection, and equitable distribution, of the people’s share of the
revenue generated from outer space. There are many other tasks such an agency will have to perform, to assure
our harmonious transition from a planet bound race, to a space-faring one, and hence, Astrilis proposes the
formation and global ratification of the United Nations Space Agency to act on our collective behalf.
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Obviously, the financing, coordination and implementation of such a major political effort is far more complex and
difficult than merely implementing the technical and engineering components of Astrilis. Yet the very same rapid
technological developments that have led to explosive population growth, have led to much more efficient socially
interactive communication and coordination of this kind of process.
Astrilis intends to coordinate these efforts with the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, through the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, as it approaches its fiftieth anniversary, to create and refine a
proto-committee structure capable of representing the UN membership at large, as the precursor to being
adopted and ratified as UNSA.

Fig 21 - UNSA Proto-Committee Structure
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The authority and responsibilities of UNSA are intended to include:
(1-Customs) Restricting the flow of hazardous materials from Earth to Space, and from Space to Earth.
(2-Liability Insurance) Establishing and maintaining a universal liability fund, to assure compensation for any
damages caused by Space Related Accidents.
(3-Orbital Mitigation) Assure secure, non-invasive removal of inoperable satellites, by enabling mutual agreement
on the part of their current sovereign owners, and elimination of other hazardous bodies in Earth’s orbit.
(4-Assessing Assets) Assessing the value of the material bodies within the SOLUME, transferring title to such upon
receipt of appropriate payment, equitably distributing the value received to the appropriate national governments
according to their respective populations, and tracking said bodies through all stages of their development.

Fig 22 - Solume Definition

(5-Public Works) Contracting the Construction, operation and maintenance of public facilities in outer space.
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(6-Standards) Establishing universal engineering standards to assure the interoperability of essential mechanisms
such as Airlocks and Cargo Containers.
(7-Revenue) Collection and Equitable Distribution of the revenue generated from acquisition or other development
and exploitation of our common assets within the Solume.
(8-Emergency Response) Respond to emergency situations that might occur, on Earth, or within other portions of
the Solume, by rapidly delivering emergency supplies and/or medical services.
(9-Dispute Resolution) Provide equitable adjudication, and resolution, of property based, or other disputes.

Fig 23 - Proposed UNSA Agency Structure
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Astrilis is integrating all of the advanced forms of social and technical communication available today, from MicroFunding campaigns to Mobile Apps, to create the kind of personal involvement and worldwide discussion that are
necessary to accomplish its goals of achieving rapid consensus and global support. Astrilis provides a globally
accessible suite of venues, to support the discussion and negotiation, of all the relevant political issues, and
encourages sharing throughout current social media services.

Fig 24 - WWW Services Structuring

!
Creating international awareness, and interest, in the Astrilis program, is essential, and providing a sufficiently
intriguing variety of educational and informative media, is critical to its success. Astrilis will primarily promulgate this
information graphically, as most ubiquitously understood, in a broad variety of formats.

Fig 25 - Relational and Funding Sequences

Several educational, public relations, and fund raising campaigns will be progressing simultaneously at any given
point along the timelines suggested by Astrilis. Assuring folks of their continued safety as word gets out that we’re
intending to move asteroids around, is very important, given the popular media’s preference for publishing
attention grabbing headlines over scientifically accurate information.

!
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ROI
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Astrilis is specifically designed to minimize the capital requirements by ‘bootstrapping’ a lot of its processes, and to
maximize return on investment by accessing the rest of our system’s resources, using ‘free’ power from the sun.
This means space elevators will be carrying ‘small’ amounts of high tech and humanity up, while disproportionally
enormous amounts of resources are being returned to Earth.
Astrilis returns the complete range of resources the human race needs to continue growing and developing. This
includes Platinum Group Metals (PGM’s), Rare Earth Elements, Hydrocarbons (Oil and Gas), Fertilizers, Food and
an ever expanding range of valuable industrial products that can be manufactured at lessor cost in outer space.

Fig 26 - Cargo Reentry - Aerobraking

An early return will come in the form of superconductive SWNT’s and graphene we’ll be mass producing, and
returning in quantities sufficient to support an industrial revolution here on Earth, which will occur as they replace
our substantially less efficient copper windings in generators and electric motors, and transmission lines.
There are a lot of processes that will be much better pre-accomplished in space, meaning less expensively, and at
less ‘global hazard’. A basic example is that of processes which require intensive heating, like the production of
steel, glass, and cement. Down here on Earth, we first create electricity from heat or mechanical motion, transfer
that electricity through wires, and then convert it back to heat, with significant losses at each step. We also lose
most of that heat, continuously through Conduction, Convection and Radiation to the environment. And if
something goes wrong, well, entire densely packed industrial areas can go boom or burn down.
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In space, heat comes straight from the sun, and it’s all you can reflect, for the cost of some thin-film reflective
surfaces, that exceed 97.5% efficiency in putting that heat exactly where the process calls for it to be. Losses to
Conduction and Convection are minimized, or even completely eliminated. So, high temperature operations can
be precisely controlled, and powered at little to no cost. Other industrial operations of a hazardous nature, like
chemical production, can be safely done in space, where ‘byproducts’ are repurposed, or valued as reaction
mass, instead of becoming the dangerous pollutants they would be considered down here on Earth. Accidental
‘releases’ like the one that occurred in Bhopal, harmlessly dissipate in the vacuum of space, and other dangerous
accidents are limited by enormous distance, from endangering or harming the rest of humanity.

Fig 27 - Cargo Reentry - Mid Pacific Ocean Splashdown

Over time, virtually all industrial processes will be moved to space, and the Earth will be able to recover from our
rather rapid over-utilization of it’s resources. We’ll ‘work’ these processes by tele-operation, productively employed
as overseers of operations dispersed across the solar system like chaff in the wind. Agricultural operations that are
causing environmental problems down here on Earth, like fish and animal farming, can more easily be maintained
in independent bubbles, and their byproducts easily dehydrated by vacuum, before being recycled as fertilizers.
Astrilis provides for the energy and materials requirements of the human race, for the foreseeable future, whilst also
enabling the continued expansion of human territory, in a manner pleasing to all. That is to say, inexpensively, with
massive returns for all involved, and fairly, under http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/SpaceLaw/outerspt.html
Astrilis creates employment in many ways, from putting our world’s fishing folk back to work, obtaining and
bringing cargo back to shore from it’s safe landing areas in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, to the countless
TeleOperators who’ll be required to manage the many orbital, and near Earth, factories, and to producing the wide
variety of high tech equipment necessary to support operations out in space.
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Lastly, for this brief summary, it’s appropriate to mention that the value of human life, is no differently derived than
any other commodity, as in cheaper when there’s crowding and too much of it, and dearer, where there’s not
enough yet. Considered from a limited, worldly perspective, human life is getting cheaper, and closer to being a
problem of actually negative value each passing day. Yet, as seen from the perspective of the Solume, all life is
instantly, and totally precious again, as we’re way short of enough to go around!
Calculated against the surface, and sustainable resources, of the Earth, Population Pressure has become too high,
but as that pressure is released into the vastness of solar system, it drops to nearly nothing. Astrilis raises the value
of each and every human being, in the most basic way possible, by making us all rare and important again, in the
context of the expanded territory it opens, and the extended resource access it provides for the human race.
In closing, Astrilis is designed to present the human race a choice, and the opportunity to control its destiny. Our
choice is between doing nothing, and dying back, or reaching outward and continuing to grow and develop, and
Astrilis provides the entire suite of methods necessary to successfully acquire what we need for millennia to come.

Fig 28 - Our Choice!

!
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Estimated Cost
Astrilis is a multi-disciplinary project, and the initial investment is intended to be multiplied by the return of an entire
asteroid to GSO. This will provide the basic materials we’ll need to construct the tools and platforms necessary to
further process and refine the elements required to fabricate and deploy the progressively larger and more
complicated components essential to sustain, develop and protect our global civilization. The figures below are
provided for comparison with other projects heretofore proposed and only approximations of the anticipated cost.

!

Initial Remote Asteroid Acquisition Mission

Unit Price

Heavy Lifter Rocket

$90,000,000.00

PM Mission Module

$85,000,000.00

SM Mission Module

$75,000,000.00

Primary Lander

$10,000,000.00

108 Micro Thruster Units

$70,000,000.00

Mission Control

$10,000,000.00

Legal

$25,000,000.00

Travel

$5,000,000.00

Contract Facilities & Services
General Office
Addl. Personel & Consultancies

Total
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$100,000,000.00
$5,000,000.00
$15,000,000.00

$490,000,000
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1a. 2010 reassessment of the original 1972 “Limits to Growth” report from MIT. Median lines, highly smoothed.
1b. 2010 reassessment of extra-terrestrially sourced supplies necessary to compensate, which are estimated at 5
Billion Metric tons a year by 2050.
1c. Clarke Shades Illustration.
2a-g. Represent various aspects of the Strip Mirror system, including it’s inability to be focused at distant targets.
3. Elemental vaporization point chart.
4. 3/4 section of a hot slag bubble in the process of being blown.
5. Internal view of Terrarium Bubble, in an elliptical ‘conveyor’ orbit between Mars and Earth.
6. Elliptically Orbiting Earth/Mars Transfer Pair.
7. Personal/Remote Operating Vehicle.
8. Nano Spacecraft Monitoring Asteroid Orbital Adjustments.
9. Nano Spacecraft Deploying Strip Mirror.
10. Ribbon Fabrication/Midstation Structure.
11. Woven Ribbon Layer Diagram.
12. Platform Ribbon Anchor.
13. Ship Ribbon Anchor.
14. Orbital Debris Spallation. (High Relative Velocity Object)
15. ProBeacon Launch sequence, utilizing inexpensive Pegasys launch systems.
16. Technical Implementation Sequence.
17. Bootstrap Mission Module.
18. Orbital Approach Vectors.
19. Graphene Production. (Continuously Spooling Production Facility Schematic)
20. Peristaltic Hydrocarbon Pumping Station - Titan.
21. UNSA Proto-Committee Structure.
22. Solume Definition.
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23. Proposed UNSA Agency Structure.
24. WWW Services Structuring.
25. Relational and Funding Sequences.
26. Cargo Reentry - Aerobraking.
27. Cargo Reentry - Mid Pacific Ocean Splashdown.
28. Our Choice!
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(*1) This has been a brief introduction to Astrilis, not a comprehensive detailing of every nuance of all the factors
involved. Many of these widely varied tools are worth entire volumes, and we have quite a few books worth of
these answers to convey. The use of simple terms to describe ribbon behavior like ‘lower’ and ‘raise’ is to reduce,
to short form and easily comprehendible reading, complex projections involving dozens of important factors like
conservation of angular momentum, variable solar emission pressures and angle of incidence, electrical and
magnetic field properties, inertia, elasticity, waveforms and harmonics, and more, like temperature, tension,
torsion, and time!
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